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Charterhouse hartamas is an English-medium Sixth Form college with a modern 
international outlook. We prepare our students for A-level exams in a varied and 
dynamic learning environment. 

As an Asian edition of one of Britain’s most prestigious public schools, we 
believe we have the best of both worlds, benefitting from the legacy of heritage 
while positioned to harness the exciting potential of the future. Our shared 
DNA with Charterhouse UK means the values and traditions of our parent school 
are engrained in the culture of our school, but our outlook is modern. Everything 
about the school, from the curriculum design to the layout of learning spaces, is 
derived from our education ethos, Study, Create, and Inspire. 

Our location, in the Hartamas district of Kuala Lumpur, informs our approach. 
We value innovation and social enterprise and make the utmost use of the facilities 
on our doorstep. Students are encouraged to think and learn independently by 
engaging in projects in the local community. By devising innovative solutions to 
social issues, they not only build confidence and leadership skills, but also a deeper 
sense of social responsibility. 

We recognise that human intelligence is broad. It is not limited to academic 
intelligence but includes social and emotional intelligence as well as the ability to 
think deeply and evaluate that thinking, grasp new situations quickly and, most 
importantly, be able to assess personal abilities. Our unique Spectra Smarts 
programme aims to develop a student’s full range of potential, ensuring that they 
are well equipped to make their mark in the world. 

We create an environment that nurtures independence and responsibility so 
that when students graduate they are well prepared for university life. Academic 
study is exciting and designed as a foundation for the top undergraduate courses. 
A-levels are recognised around the world. What’s more, our emphasis on 
independent learning projects and commitment to service supports strong 
university applications. 

While we cannot predict the future, we can imagine the kind of qualities that 
people who thrive in times of change will possess. At Charterhouse Hartamas we 
develop those qualities in our students so that when they graduate they will be 
ready for the future.



Charterhouse has been evolving for over four hundred years to 
meet the needs of learners. Founded in London in 1611, the early 
schoolhouse established to give forty ‘poor scholars’ a chance to 
forge a better life. This belief in education to build better lives is at 
the core of our mission today.

In 1872, the school (newly defined as one of the country’s nine ‘public schools’) 
relocated to the present site in Surrey, where the school population will soon 
number over a thousand. The stirring architecture combines the traditional with the 
new, symbolising Charterhouse’s commitment to embracing the new while drawing 
on the past.

Charterhouse values are perseverance, responsibility, open-mindedness, moral 
courage and kindness. With a history of evolution, embracing change while finding 
strength from deep roots, Charterhouse is one of England’s great schools.

In 1971, the school began accepting girls into the Sixth Form. Beginning in 
September 2021, girls will be admitted into Year 9 and, from September 2023, the 
school will be fully coeducational.



S T U D Y

Scholarship is not about memorising and regurgitating information. It’s about 
being able to think, solve problems, adapt to new situations and learn how to 
learn. Our teachers are trained in techniques to develop independent thinkers and 
our intelligence-based curriculum prepares students to think critically, creatively and 
inquisitively about the information they acquire.

LaunChed in 2021, Charterhouse Asia represents an exclusive partnership with 
one of Britain’s most reputable public schools. We have integrated the practice and 
traditions of Charterhouse UK with contemporary teaching methods and philosophy 
to create a distinctive education that is uniquely suited to Asia. 

Charterhouse Hartamas is the first in a network of these new schools across 
the region. While the approach to teaching and the facilities are modern, the 
Charterhouse UK values of perseverance, open-mindedness, responsibility, moral 
courage, and kindness remain the same. Inspired by tradition and informed by 
contemporary thinking, we give students the skills that will enable them to thrive 
in the future. 

We are proud of our British roots, secure in our Asian identity, and committed 
to serving a diverse international community. Our vision is to equip students 
with the knowledge, skills and passion to make a positive impact not only on their 
communities but on the wider world. 

The school’s ethos is rooted in the three ambitions we have for our students – 
to study, to create and to inspire. 



GIV
E

I N S P I R E

Students are given opportunities within the school and through projects 
in the wider community to make a difference and inspire others. The traditional 
house system – adopted from Charterhouse UK – places an emphasis on 
participation rather than skill, instilling in students a sense of comradeship and 
community. 

C R E A T E

Creative thinking is fundamental to deep learning and is at the heart of every-
thing we do. All students engage in independent learning projects and through 
the process of design thinking learn how to creatively problem-solve. We set 
aside time for the arts, such as drama and music, which have the added bonus of 
enhancing teamwork and self-confidence. 



our Campus is a modern school environment. It doesn’t just look good, it is 
designed to optimise learning. Just as Wework and the Google campuses have 
revolutionised the way people and companies work, so schools are rethinking 
their spaces to bring out the best in students, and we are at the forefront of 
that movement. 

Learning no longer happens exclusively in the classroom. The days of 
students sitting in rows in front of a blackboard are a thing of the past. Our 
campus is designed with flexibility and plenty of flow area. Discussions can be 
taken outside the classroom. Students gather in small groups to collaborate and 
share ideas. This gives them the chance to get to grips with complex ideas while 
learning to collaborate and build relationships. 

Throughout the campus quiet spaces are set aside for contemplation and 
independent learning, so that when the class gathers again as a group, the 
students have had the opportunity to reflect on material and gain deeper insight. 
This approach helps prepare young people not just for university life but the real 
world beyond. 

Our campus is informed by the work of one of the leading futurists in 
educational technology, David Thornburg. He identified four archetypal learning 
spaces – the campfire, cave, watering hole and mountain top – that work together 
to boost learning outcomes. We have developed these varied and creative 
learning environments in our school using cutting-edge design and materials. 
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L I B R A R Y

L A B

At Charterhouse Hartamas, the “campfire” is the classroom where students 
gather to listen to their teacher, stories are told, questions are asked, and the 
group learns from each other. Thornburg’s notion of “cave” is found in the library 
spaces and quiet corners where students can withdraw from the noise of the 
classroom for quiet reflection, giving them the private time needed to consolidate 
learning. There are plenty of “watering holes” scattered around the campus, informal 
spaces where students can gather to share ideas and information, collaborate and 
learn from each other. And when students are ready to publicly demonstrate their 
knowledge and understanding, there is the “mountain top” –  the auditorium, gallery 
spaces and multimedia networks. 

We know that the design of learning spaces matters. Our well-designed campus 
allows for flexibility and student movement which in turn leads to better academic 
performance, improved concentration and increased social engagement.
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our sChooL is located in the vibrant and affluent hub of Sri Hartamas, close to 
the cosmopolitan neighbourhoods of Mont Kiara and Solaris. It’s an area with a 
significant expatriate population and has an international outlook, much like 
our school itself. 

A strong sense of community lies at the very heart of our school and ripples 
outwards, connecting us to the local community, the region and ultimately the 
world. We know that learning doesn’t happen in isolation, so everything is designed 
to encourage connections: the campus has plenty of windows to create a sense 
of openness; learning spaces allow for students to connect and collaborate; and 
the curriculum tasks students with independent learning projects in the community. 
We know that connections are important because when schools, caregivers, 
families and communities work together to support learning, students become 
more committed to their studies and are rewarded with improved results. 

As a community campus, our connection with the urban environment runs 
deep. Our school itself, housed in a repurposed, retro-fitted structure, sends a 
powerful message about sustainability. The local economy benefits from our 
proximity, ensuring we have a place in the heart of the community. When our 
students graduate, they are ready to lead sustainable, responsible and meaningful 
lives. They take with them the connections and values formed at school and go 
out into the world as community-minded global citizens.



Charterhouse hartamas prepares students for A-level exams and university 
admissions. Achieving the grades to move on to higher education is only part of 
what it takes to be university ready. Students also need to be independent and 
responsible, so that when they begin their undergraduate studies, they are set to 
make the most of that experience. 

We foster a culture of maturity and responsibility to best prepare students for 
the transition to university.  A focus on interdependence and inter-connectedness 
among the students, the school and local community, instills a respect for strong 
relationships and the value of good community ties. We also give students the time 
to explore their own academic and personal strengths and passions. Whether it 
be learning to play the violin or getting to grips with advanced physics, they will 
discover the value of learning something in depth.

When students graduate from Charterhouse Hartamas, they leave ready to 
contribute something to the world. Our promise to them is the same given to all 
Carthusians: 
Carthusians will have a confident take on the world’s complexity and opportunity. 
An ability to make decisions for themselves. Take risks. 
They will be flexible, not brittle, in the face of change and resilient against setbacks. 
They will be ready for challenge, because they will be experienced in it. 
They will be intellectually supple, able to continually think anew. 
They will have critical scepticism of received wisdom, of doctrine. 
They will know the reward in serving others. 
They will know that you lead by first taking part. 
They will know you have to explore failing as part of achieving success. 
They will be comfortable in any social setting. 
They will be strengthened by a tradition of moral purpose. 
And they will travel light: unencumbered by the baggage of prejudice, entitlement 
or intellectual superiority. 



our robust, formal curriculum of academic disciplines prepares 
students for Cambridge International A-level examinations, 
which are accepted by universities in the UK, America, Australia 

and around the world. 
The high standards of teaching and scholarship at Charterhouse 

Hartamas drive academic achievement. Students are taught in small 
classes with an emphasis on independent study and research. 

Engaging in independent learning projects not only supports strong university 
applications, it also develops critical thinking skills and nurtures important personal 
values and attributes such as honesty, resilience, empathy and respect for others. 

The school day is designed to provide opportunities for collaboration and 
student leadership. These activities support the healthy development of a student 
and underscore our school culture which declares that a person’s success is 
measured in their value to others. 

We describe our curriculum as ‘three-dimensional’ because it is designed to nurture 
a student’s intellectual growth alongside their ethical and spiritual development. 
Students acquire ethical understanding by identifying and investigating the nature 
of ethical concepts, values and reasoning. By engaging in community projects 
they develop a respect for others and learn to act with ethical integrity. In an 
environment that respects the individual and relationships, students develop 
compassion and mindfulness, which fosters the development of the ultimate 
human qualities that we think of as the spirit. 

Students graduate from Charterhouse Hartamas with more than comprehensive 
and recognisable qualifications, they also have the skills and future-ready qualities 
that will allow them to move confidently and responsibly in the world. 



Our CurriCuLum is designed to encourage students to think critically, creatively 
and inquisitively about the information they acquire. Central to this is “Spectra 
Smarts”, a unique approach which draws on ancient wisdom to develop the full 
scope of interwoven human intelligence. 

Intelligence is not limited to academic knowledge, it includes being smart 
about people, understanding, thinking, feelings, situations and oneself. “Spectra 
Smarts” is informed by the work of Professor Rose Luckin, a leading expert in the 
application of AI in education and author of “Machine Learning and Human 
Intelligence”, but the approach is our own. Each week a different aspect of human 
intelligence is explored using sources of wisdom from around the world. From 
Chinese philosopher Confucius to Indian scholar Vishnu Sharma, students learn to 
recognise and think deeply about human intelligence in its various forms. 

Artificial Intelligence is changing the workplace. Humans are no match for 
robots in terms of academic intelligence, but AI doesn’t come close to us when 
it comes to social and emotional intelligence or our ability to make sense of new 
situations. By moving away from a traditional education model that focuses 
exclusively on academic intelligence and the accumulation of knowledge, to one 
which embraces the full depth of human intelligence, we prepare young people 
for future success. 

In the coming age of AI, when everything that can be automated will be, those 
who will flourish will be the ones who can work with the robots, not be outsmarted 
by them. “Spectra Smarts” is designed to bring out the best of what it means to 
be human, so that our graduates are ready to succeed in a high-tech future. 

C R E A T E



We teaCh students to solve problems using design thinking, an innovative 
process widely used by scientists, inventors and innovators. It involves five phases 
– empathise, define, ideate, prototype and test. When students have mastered 
the skills central to the design thinking approach, they can apply them to solve 
any problem. 

Artificial Intelligence has disrupted the workplace and revolutionised industries, but 
it isn’t able to replicate the human attributes of empathy, creativity, and community. 
Design thinking prepares young people for the future. Learning this flexible and 
creative approach to problem solving gives them an edge, enabling them to use 
their innately human qualities to complement rather than compete with AI. 

Charterhouse Asia’s approach to design thinking is called “WEAVE”: Wonder, 
students engage with a problem or unanswered question; Explore, they use research 
skills to consider the barriers to solving the problem; Apply, they prototype possible 
solutions; Value, they refine their work based on feedback from their peers, teachers 
and the community; and Exhibit, they launch their finished product. 

Students have plenty of opportunities to develop their problem-solving skills 
throughout the school year. They use the WEAVE process to gain deep insight in their 
International Project Qualification and in other curricular and extra-curricular activities. 



DESIGN 
THINKING



Pangaea was the supercontinent that existed in the 
late Paleozoic and early Mesozoic eras between 335 
and 175 million years ago. Air travel and the inter-net 
have recreated the supercontinent out of thin air.

T H E  I N T E R - C O N N E C T E D  W O R L D

T H E  P A N G A E A  A T L A S

Good Grades alone are not enough to secure a place at the world’s most prestigious 
universities. The admissions officers at the top-ranked universities want to see 
evidence of an enquiring mind and an ability to think and work independently. 
They look for students who are original thinkers and persevere in the face of 
adversity. This is absolutely essential – they need to know that a student can face 
and overcome challenges. Admissions officers also make clear that they want to 
recruit students who can work well in groups. 

Charterhouse Hartamas prepares students to meet these demands. Our training 
of the mind through the ‘Spectra Smarts’ approach develops their full intelligence. 
Design thinking gives students the skills to problem solve creatively and they also 
learn how to collaborate and work in teams. Our emphasis on independent learning 
projects and commitment to service gets them active in the community, learning 
valuable life lessons, which can translate into strong college applications and 
interviews. Furthermore, the school culture is designed to nurture independence 
and responsibility, so that when they secure that coveted higher education 
placement, they can make a smooth transition to university life.
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this is in an era of rapid and continuous 
change. Robots, automation and artificial 
intelligence are already transforming the 
workplace and a massive disruption of jobs 
is on the horizon. While no one can predict 
what successful careers and professions 
will look like in the future, we can forecast 
the qualities of those people who will 
thrive in times of change. 

Those who will flourish in the age of AI 
and robotics will be able to manage inter-
personal relationships and successfully 
cooperate and collaborate with others. 
They will also be alert to their environment 
and able to adapt; understand the process 
of learning and be committed lifelong 
learners; be physically healthy and active; 
and be compassionate and caring towards 
others. 

We refer to these five qualities – connect, 
notice, learn, move and give – as “Five for 
Life”, a cornerstone of Charterhouse Asia’s 
unique education programme. Our school 
culture and curriculum are designed to 
develop these core qualities in students. 
When they graduate, they will have both 
the exam results and the life skills to 
achieve their full potential. They will be 
future ready. 
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CHARTERHOUSE ASIA
Head Office: 1603-04, Shanghai Industrial Investment Building, 
48-62 Hennessy Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong    
Email: info@charterhouseasia.com    Phone: +852 3619 2111


